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Augmenting Diversity
Fiction by Ademola Bello
Project direction, illustrations and augments by Nathan Shafer

T

his is our final installment
of Anchorage Narratives, an Anchorage Centennial Community
Grants project supported by Rasmuson
Foundation and the Alaska Humanities Forum. We began our narratives
with a story set in 1915 Ship Creek at
the birth of the city of Anchorage, then
continued the series with stories about
a 1919 Dena’ina summer fish camp and
the earthquake of 1964. We end with a
narrative in 2015 written by Ademola
Bello, a Nigerian playwright and short
story writer who fled persecution by
Islamic fundamentalists in his home
country and gained political asylum
while living in Alaska.
Mr. Bello’s story is set in north
Anchorage neighborhoods which the
2010 US Census calculated to be the
most ethnically diverse neighborhoods
in the United States: Mountain View,
Fairview, Muldoon, Airport Heights,
and Russian Jack, respectively. Ademola’s semi-autobiographical story is
about a Yoruba man, fresh from Nigeria, trying to find his way in Anchorage
as he connects with several different
immigrant and artistic communities
here, all while trying to gain political
asylum. Much of the story reflects Mr.
Bello’s personal experience in Anchorage, but it is still a work of contemporary historical fiction. If the reader is
paying attention, there is a fantasy/science fiction sub-plot in his story about
a Yoruba man and a Gwich’in man
using previously extinct animal powers
to fight crime in Anchorage, which is
completely in line with Ademola’s practice of incorporating magic realism in
his tales. We can only hope that this

story ends up as a small vignette in one
of his fantasy novels in the future.
Our cultural collaborators in the
Anchorage Narratives project played
a major role in how we designed the
illustrations and literary details of the
four narratives. The cultural collaborator for Ademola’s story is Chad Farrell
from the UAA Sociology Department.
Chad was pivotal in our collective
understanding of the diversity of Anchorage.
The illustrations are in the form of
data visualizations, a popular methodology and stylistic approach in
common usage today. The bulk of the
data we are using was collected by the
U.S. Census Bureau for the 2010 census
and reflects the ways people identify
themselves. Chad’s work has pointed
to some trends in Anchorage’s diversity
that cannot be overlooked, namely
that its diversity is increasing at a rate
greater than almost everywhere else
in the country. Three of the ten most
diverse high schools are in Anchorage,
as well as six of the ten most diverse
middle schools and the 19 most diverse
elementary schools.
At its Centennial, Anchorage has
become a city of over 300,000 people,
and is one of the cities at the forefront
of the U.S. diversity trend in the 21st
century. In many areas of Anchorage at
this very moment, the diversity index
of the youth is at almost 100. A ‘diversity index’ is a proportional measure
of the ethnicities of people living in a
particular area; more explanations of
this are in the following illustrations.

TO VIEW THE
AUGMENTS
The augments in this
narrative use AR as
an element of data
visualization, incorporating
an extra dimension
into the targeted print;
some augments reflect
a time dimension and
others will reflect spatial
frameworks.
We are using a new
third party AR platform
for this narrative,
Aurasma. To view the
augments:
s DOWNLOAD THE FREE
Aurasma app
s @FOLLOW THE CHANNEL
labeled Nathan Shafer
s GO TO THE SCAN SCREEN
s HOLD YOUR DEVICE OVER
the images in this story
s ONE SET OF AUGMENTS WILL
appear on your device
over each subsequent
target.
All three of the previous
narratives can now also
be viewed in Aurasma
as well, with Aurasma
being the final form of
the collected narratives
will take until a new
technology is developed
that will better archive
this Centennial project.
Previous AR campaigns
for this project, using the
Junaio and Layar apps,
became obsolete on
December 15, 2015.

— Nathan Shafer
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The Enchanted Drum
by Ademola Bello

M

y name is Deji Abdullahi, I am from
North Eastern Nigeria of mixed Yoruba[1] and
Kanuri[2] heritage. I worked as a journalist for
Nigeria’s Daily Sketch newspaper and wrote critical articles against Boko Haram[3] that put me in
trouble. I have been living in Anchorage since early
year of 2015 because I fled Boko Haram persecution and I have been waiting for my political asylum case to be resolved. Back home, in Nigeria, I
am an expert in talking drum[4], I am a good talking drum player, and I told stories with my drum.
African talking drum and Athabascan drum[5]
are related, both are enchanted. I am now going to
play the talking drum for you my readers, and tell
you a story of just one week in my life as an African
immigrant.
SUNDAY:
Making Sausage with Bob
I have been living in Anchorage on a visa that has
expired. I first lived on Muldoon Road, my roommate was called Bob, and he is an African-American man from Fayetteville, North Carolina. He is
the owner of the two story four flats building, there
are tenants in all the apartments, across the hall
from our room is a tenant called Kamau from Kenya, he lived with his African-American girlfriend
called Alexandra and their two young daughters.
Kamau is in his early thirties, I am five years older
than him. Kamau and his girlfriend fight all the
time as we always heard the crying of Alexandra.
I told Kamau one day in presence of Bob that
as an African brother, I was disappointed in him
beating his girlfriend. He promised me that he
won’t hit her again. Bob shared my sentiments, but

I was baffled when he later told me in private that
some women prefer to live with a guy that always
beat them.
I must confess, Bob has been giving me problems lately, he has this large, 3 inch meat grinder
for pork in his living room that he used to grind,
package and process the pork in his house. He
knows that I don’t eat pork but he insisted that I
must help him process and package the pork in
the house. Even though, he admitted to me that
it is against the law in Alaska to be doing a pork
processing and packaging business in the house.
He is damn serious about it, and he even bought
me a clothing and gloves that look like physical
therapist assistants uniform that he insisted that I
must wear during the hours that we are working
on the pork processing. He bought the uniform for
himself as well. Bob purchased a mobile food truck
for a business that he called “Sausage Tasty Meat
Business.” And this is a time consuming, all day
job. For example, we sometimes do this processing four days a week, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday. I often pleaded with him to excuse me
regarding following him around Anchorage to sell
the sausage meat in his van because I have other
important things to do regarding my asylum case
hearings.
MONDAY:
Asylum Hearing
WHEN MY lawyer and I appeared in June before the immigration judge at the Anchorage Immigration Courthouse on 620 East 10th Avenue,
we had one big witness, a former U.S. Ambassador
to Nigeria who testified through a phone. Perhaps,

the judge would have granted my asylum request
that day because my lawyer and the Ambassador
were simply brilliant.
The judge and the government attorney asked
whether we wanted to rest my case for a judge
decision but we have one more witness to go that
we would like to testify. In my view his testimony
would also strengthen my case, he is a Nigerian
blogger, activist, publisher and an asylee based in
New York who despite enduring torture in Nigeria like myself continues to expose corruption and
the rotten system in the country. We are allies in
speaking truth to power. He also happened to be
my friend, but I haven’t seen him or spoken to him
in a long time, until I gave my lawyer his contact for
my case. Unfortunately, that complicated things; I
honestly didn’t know that would be a conflict of interest. And my lawyer also said it never occurred
to him to ask whether he was my friend either. As
he began his testimony by identifying himself the
judge asked him how we two know each other. We
both said we are friends. The judge made a quick
call that his testimony would not be accepted and
that my lawyer should write a closing argument
for my asylum case to be submitted by September.
My lawyer and I felt bad about the sudden turn
of events but with slight optimism that at least
we didn’t lose the case. I was emotionally weak; I
thought everything should have been over by now.
I was thinking about so many things, including my
dad who had suffered a stroke in Nigeria but whose
condition continued to deteriorate according to
my sisters who are caring for him in Maiduguri,
northern Nigeria. My worst fear, I don’t want to
lose my dad in this tumultuous period when my
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Point MacKenzie
TUESDAY:
Cleaning Guns with Bob
Borough/CA
1.01
3
I shared a two bedroom apartment together on
4
the ground floor with Bob. Bob is an avid gun col5 E 5th Ave
lector, he is very obsessed with shopping for the
2.04
new guns, and he has like sixteen different guns in
Anchorage
his house. He is also fond of cleaning the guns, and
he would plead with me to help him hold the gun. I
28.13
23.01
always get very frightened, and he would burst into
big laughter.
28.23
27.02
“These guns are not loaded, why are you afraid?”
Mind you when I got back to the apartment that
I shared with Bob, he noticed that I wasn’t cheerful
29
Point Possession
wy
ard H
after my final immigration hearing. I briefed Bob
Sew
about all that happened and I explained to him
the closing argument the judge asked my lawyer to
Hope
Prepared by:
Sunrise
write for my asylum case. Sadly,
theDepartment
only thingofthat
Alaska
Labor & Workforce
resonated with Bob about everything
that I said
Development
Whittier
was the testimony of a former U.S.
Ambassador to
July
2012
Nigeria.
“Can you ask Mister Ambassador
to help me apSource: US Census
TIGERLine
point my son as an Ambassador2010
to Nigeria
or South
Africa?” Bob told me.
busy preparing for a native traveling troupe Hal- party attended by straight men and women, and
“Are you kidding me? It’s not the job of a former loween dance on Thursday in which a Gwich’in[10] members of the LGBT community in Anchorage.
ambassador to nominate or appoint an ambas- mask maker who is also a puppeteer designer, will I can see people drinking a lot of alcohol, smoking
sador. It’s the job of the President of the United perform folk tales and legends from various na- marijuana[11] and cannabis. Kevin, the handsome
States.“ I explained to Bob, he gets super mad.
tive cultures in Alaska. There is also going to be an guy from Boston who worked as a sound manager
exhibition of native cultures in the theater as well. and collaborator for Leonora Smith on her show
WEDNESDAY:
That wasn’t the only event that would be happen- was also in great merriment as he falls in love that
Bob’s Hand Scrawled Eviction Notice
ing in the theater. On Thursday, there will be a solo night with the sexiest tattooed woman in AnchorWhen I woke up in the morning the next day, I show as well by a popular Boston native performer age who danced as one of the extras in Leonora
saw the hand scrawled eviction notice that Bob left called Leonora Smith, and this show is generating Smith’s show. They were holding hands and having
on the table for me. The letter reads:
a lot of interest. I had offered to volunteer at the box a passionate kissing like a couple who is by the fire
“I gave you Deji Abdullahi three days to vacate office to help sell tickets to patrons and also help side. The tattooed woman whom I learned to have
my house.”
in distributing the show programs. But at the mo- a boyfriend who works on the North Slope even
I embarked on a long and cold walk to the Out ment, my main concern now is how to handle the invited Kevin to come and sleep over in her apartNorth Contemporary Art House[7] where I know I situation of my roommate giving me problems.
ment once the party is over. Kevin, “Bad Boy” as
have friends who may be able to help me. The DiA staff at the Out North had volunteered to give he refers to himself told me that night, that he will
rector of the Out North is Collin Bettencourt.
me a ride and accompanied me to my apartment to accept her offer rather than going to the motel he
I am an artist, and I am always regular at the see the roommate giving me too much headache. is staying with Leonora Smith for this show. While
Out North events. On this cold day, I wore a heavy But anyway, by the time we got to Muldoon, my the party was going on, I sat in a seat; I only drank
coat and I trekked from the dirt road off Muldoon roommate had thrown my bags outside. We saw cranberry juice because I don’t drink alcohol. To
because transportation is an issue for me, I passed my stuff on the entrance to the house. We took my the credit of all the people at the party, they were
through Costco to Debarr Road to the Out North bags to Collin Bettencourt’s duplex apartment on so nice and kind to me to make sure I was doing
on Bragaw Street. As I was trekking on the pedes- Fairview. The temporary arrangement was that I okay and even offered to help me with the refill of
trian corner of the road, I saw moose and a bald will be sleeping at the Out North and in the morn- my cranberry juice.
eagle along the way. I also heard the quork of Alas- ing I will go and shower at Collin Bettencourt’s
After the party was over, I went upstairs at the
ka ravens.[8]
house. I was given an extra key to enter the Out Out North in a small room stuffed with some theI saw motorists in their cars, I saw young men North and Collin’s apartment.
atrical stage equipment such as costumes, stage
and women riding their bicycles. As I was trekcurtains, and drapery, rigging and projection
king, I was reflecting on how Bob would make
THURSDAY:
screens. I must say, the Out North theatre is a big
life so miserable for me and toss up my belongBig Show and Crazy Party at Out North
place. The upstairs alone is big and divided into
ings if I don’t have anywhere to go at the end of There was a party at the Out North after the fi- compartments. I wasn’t alone there in the night.
his quick eviction notice. I was also thinking about nal performance of Leonora Smith’s show. Leonora There are two geek guys whose home and office is
the Boko Haram renewed attacks on Maiduguri[9] Smith shocked the audience because she was na- the Out North and I meant that literally. They have
with rocket-propelled grenades. I was particularly ked in the final act of her solo performance. The been working tirelessly for like a year and half now
worried about the safety of my father and sisters. party inside the Out North, after Leonora Smith’s on a radio station project. They called it Out North
When I got to the Out North, I told Collin Bet- show turned out to be an extravaganza; it went Art House Radio[12] that will be broadcasting
tencourt and others about the development where on from midnight till 4am. People were dancing, across Alaska. The last person that was also with us
I’m staying. They were shocked. The theater was drinking, hugging and kissing. It was a colorful at the Out North upstairs in the night was an unSeward Hwy
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The 3D map on this page illustrates the diversity indexes of
the neighborhoods in the metropolitain Anchorage area by
height. The taller the tract, the more diverse it is. The borders
of the neighborhoods were drawn by the US Census Bureau
with around 4000 citizens in each designated census tract. In
the north section of Anchorage, there are several tracts which
are among the most diverse in the United States: #6 (Mountain
View), #9.01 (Fairview/Airport Heights), #8.01 (Wonder Park),
#7.03 (Muldoon), #19 (Midtown), #9.02 (Chester Creek), #8.02
(Russian Jack) and #20 (Spenard).
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seen ghost. I am sure you will find that surprising.
There is always a sound of music going on inside
the theater or of something breaking up or cracking inside the theater. My time of sleepover inside
the Out North was also short-lived when Collin
Bettencourt was traveling early for the holiday
until next year and asked me to move inside his
duplex apartment located in Fairview on Medfra
Street. He also introduced me to his nice landlord
called Edward. To my surprise Edward actually
told me that he is half-African. His father that he
said abandoned him and his mother when he was
a toddler is from the country of Guinea in West
Africa. His mother is a white woman from here
in Anchorage. Edward lives with his wife called
Mary; she is a Pacific Islander. They have a huge
black dog called Lily, the first time I saw Lily, and
she jumped on me. I was scared. Edward and Mary
asked her to stop, they told me that Lily always get
excited whenever she sees new visitors or old family friends and that I will soon get used to her. By
my nature, I always get timid about dogs, the experience I had in Nigeria while growing up made
me to be scared of dogs to my bone marrow. There
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Girdwood (Anchorage Tract #29)
Diversity Index: 27.7, Population: 2570

are lots of wild dogs roaming around the streets
of Maiduguri where I grew up. They always pursue kids to bite them. Often, they always succeed.
I have had close encounters of being pursued by
rabid dogs to getting to being bitten.
I told Edward that I am working on a science
fiction novel about crime fighters using extinct
animal powers in Alaska[13]. He said he has a
friend, who is a Gwich’in Athabascan, and he is
an anthropologist, he teaches at UAA, he said the
name of his friend is John McGuinness. I also later
find out that John McGuinness is a shareholder in
the Gwich’in native corporation[14]. I must say
that the period that I moved in to Fairview apartment also brought me some good luck. Time flies
so fast. It seems like yesterday when the Out North
had Leonora Smith’s show, but it was in the first
week of November.
FRIDAY:
Great News! Lawyer Calls Asylum Granted,
Also Meeting Athabascan Family
Right now in the second week of November my
lawyer sent me a text message that we should meet

up for coffee at the Starbucks that is close to the
Fifth Avenue Shopping Mall[15] in the afternoon.
He broke the good news to me that I have been
granted political asylum. We were both ecstatic. At
last, I am no longer an illegal immigrant. And I am
not homeless. Within that week I began the necessary steps that will enable me to work as a substitute teacher in the Anchorage School District[16].
I also need someone to take me on a round trip
of some schools in Anchorage. Luckily for me,
John McGuinness is not just an affable guy, he volunteered to take me to many places when I finally
got a chance to meet with him.
John McGuinness’s house is in Richmond Avenue near the Mountain View car wash[17]. It is a
two-story frame house that has gone through different phases of renovation. This two-story frame
house is a family house of John’s wife called Linda.
There are portraits of Linda’s late parents that sit
on the windowsill. One thing that struck me about
John is that he is living in his wife’s family house.
He later explained to me that Gwich’in culture has
a matrilineal system and that the children belong
to the mother clan.
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Schools in the Anchorage School District that
Ranked as the Most Diverse in the Country
John and his wife Linda are proud parents to a
six months old baby girl named Amy. John’s mother called Claire and John’s brother-in-law called
Erik also lives with the couple in this two-story
frame house.
I was told the reasons they are both living with
them is to be a force of good guidance and offer
advice to John and his wife. Besides, John’s mother
and his brother-in-law will play a crucial role in
helping baby Amy learn about Gwich’in culture
and tradition from her uncle and grandmother.
Let me tell you more about John’s mother Claire,
she is a woman in her seventies and a force of guidance. She is a native elder who knows a lot about
her people’s tradition. She speaks and prays in her
language, and she was raised in Fort Yukon in subsistence lifestyle. Her father fought in World War
II. Claire cooked for me a delicious Gwich’in food
of baked king salmon steaks and moose soup[18].
After I had finished eating, Claire suggested to
John and Erik to get me some Athabascan clothing
from their wardrobe. Within a minute, John and
Erik dressed me in clothing made of caribou and
moose hide, and I wear waterproof boots made of
mammal intestine and insulating socks made with
grass. The purpose of me dressing like this now
is because they all wanted to see how the clothes
would fit in on me. We all laughed with how I
looked in the costumes. I told John that I carried

a lot of things with me from Nigeria to Anchorage,
and I also told him that I also have a gift for him
and his wife.
“It is a Yoruba dashiki dress[19]; you and Linda
will love it.” I gave the clothes to John, he wears it,
and it is a colorful garment. We laughed again, and
he passed on Linda’s own to her.
Later that day John drove me in his truck first to
West Anchorage High School on Hillcrest Drive.
“Here is where I got my High School Diploma in
1993.” It’s a good public school. “Paul O’Neill
the former United States Secretary of the Treasury graduated from here in 1954,” John said with
pride. I didn’t know that John had a surprise thing
for me after we left West Anchorage High School.
He took me to Sullivan Arena[20] to watch the
practice of the professional ice hockey team called
the Alaska Aces[21]. I was told Alaska Aces and
the South Carolina Stingrays hold the record for
most championships won in the minor ice hockey
league. They have won three Kelly Cup championships. John pointed out to me that the defunct “The
Alaska Wild”[22] used to play indoor football inside this arena.
I had a great time watching the practice of the
Alaska Aces; I had the opportunity of exchanging
handshakes with some Alaska Aces players after
their practice. One of the players even invited me
and John to also come and watch him in a mixed

HIGH SCHOOL

Diversity
in the Anchorage
School District
This map shows a sampling
of schools in the Anchorage
School District, whose
ethnoracial diversity indexes
are the highest in the United
States. This includes the most
diverse high school (East),
middle school (Clark), and
elementary school (Wonder
Park), highlighted in the detail
map above. Wonder Park
Elementary is the most diverse
K-12 school in the country with
a diversity index of 98.5.

martial arts training at Anchorage Brazilian JiuJitsu School on Northern Lights Blvd. Anyway,
it was an exciting moment for me to watch the
Alaska Aces practice. But as we were leaving after it was over, John told me that we should pass
through the west side of the Sullivan Arena that he
would like to show me the Mulcahy Stadium[23]
that has a 3,500 seating capacity. I was told it is the
home of the Alaska Baseball league teams called

Anchorage Glacier Pilots[24] and Anchorage
Bucs[25]. Mulcahy Stadium is a beautiful place
with effervescent natural grass outfield, and a
nice field turf.
After we left the stadium, John took me back
to Fairview where I am staying. As I alighted
from his truck John said, “I know we are yet
to talk about the science fiction novel about
extinct animals[26] in Alaska that you want to
write. I’ll take you to the Alaska’s Zoo[27] in
Anchorage tomorrow.”
SATURDAY:
Naming Ceremony
I know John liked to talk, but I didn’t know
that he is a storyteller. He came to pick me up
around noon the next day to go to Alaska Zoo
at O’Malley Road. “Once upon a time there
was an orphan polar bear named Binky[28],
he was found on Alaska North Slope but he
lived at the Alaska Zoo in Anchorage. He was
an international sensation and a local hero.” I
stopped John after he finished those sentences.
I thought it might as well be good for me to reconstruct Binky’s lives into my science fiction
novel. John was generous he told me everything I need to know about Binky, a local and
international favorite polar bear at the Zoo.
Unfortunately, he mauled two zoo visitors, and
Binky himself later died of a parasitic disease.
I exclaimed to John that I have found my story
while we were sitting on the grass at the zoo.
While John and I were at the zoo I received a
phone call from the chief Imam of Senegalese/
Gambian Muslim community in Anchorage
that they would love me to attend a naming
ceremony of a baby girl born to a young Gambian woman named Fatima because they want
African residents in Anchorage to be there.
He gave the house address where the naming
ceremony will take place, and John promised
that he will give me a ride there. The last African event that I attended in Anchorage was
Nigeria’s Independence Day Party[29]. It was
held at a hall, the Nigerians who came to that
event numbering about twenty, they were also
joined by their spouses and other immigrants
from African countries such as Ghana, Kenya, Ethiopia, Somalia, Gambia and Senegal.
They danced to Fela Kuti’s Afro beat music[30]
while cutting Nigeria’s Independence birthday
cake.
There was this pretty young woman from
Ghana called Irene who works in the assisted
care living home of a Nigerian man called Mr.
Nwordi. While she was dancing to the Afro
beat music at the party, someone alerted her
that a guy who claimed to be her husband
was looking for her. Irene was really furious
on sighting the guy who dressed in worn out
clothing. She yelled at him. “I told you that
you should stop looking for me again! And
stop telling people you’re my husband. You’re
blocking my chances of getting the right guy.
Go back home! I’ll bring you food,” Irene commanded the guy. I later find out from other at-

tendees at the party who know Irene very well
that Irene and the African-American guy who
came looking for her are actually married. It
is a marriage of necessity, the guy is an homeless person, Irene married him to get a Green
Card, while Irene’s boss Mr. Nwordi, who
runs the assisted care living home sponsored
them since the “couple” does not have enough
income that would make the Department of
Homeland Security approve the marriage. Yes,
they are living together as a couple but it is not
a romantic relationship I was told.
After John dropped me at the house where
the naming ceremony is taking place, I urged
him to also stay there with me and observe the
Gambian naming ceremony. Muslim naming
ceremonies are usually held on the seventh day
of the newborn child. The mother of this newborn baby girl is a 20 year old woman. The baby’s father is unknown. The young single mom
lives with her mother and two older sisters.
They all came to the U.S. on diversity lottery
visas. John and I took off our shoes when we
entered the living room and joined the prayers
for the baby. I noticed the hair on the head of
the newborn had been shaved. The Imam of
Gambian/Senegalese Community said that
shaving the head of the baby will provide the
newborn with strength. They named the baby
Halimat. Both men and women at the naming ceremony wore beautiful African textile
clothes. The guests were served Jollof rice[31]
and goat meat.
After John and I left the Gambian party,
John received a phone call from his wife and
he told me that his family wanted him to bring
me to their house again that evening. I didn’t
know that they have a surprise gift for me.
On getting to John’s family house, John
and his wife Linda presented me with a gift of
Athabascan Velvet Caribou Antler Drum that
has the frame of birchwood. They called it “The
Enchanted Drum”. We were all in drum dance
motions moving our arms as John’s mother
mesmerized us with a Gwich’in song. John is
very adept at playing antler drum; I am also
a very good handmade drum player. I am a
Yoruba from Nigeria. I could play the talking
drums to mimic patterns of speech and eulogize the king.
So that is the story in one week of my big
wild life[32]. There is a Yoruba proverb that
says: “If we stand tall, it is because we stand on
the backs of those who came before us.” Talking drum is a form of communication in West
Africa. It is handed over to us by our ancestors. Talking drums have two drumheads, and
are connected by leather tension cords. Back
home, I played the talking drum at ceremonial
and religious functions. Back home, the talking drum wakes me up in the morning, telling
me about the challenges that I faced and that I
will need to overcome, as well as the methods
to solve them. Talking drum is my therapy in
overcoming adversity.
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Mountain View and America’s Most Diverse Neighborhoods
BASED ON HIS ANALYSIS of the 2010
United States Census, Dr. Chad R. Farrell of the University of Alaska Anchorage
concluded that the Anchorage Metropolitan
Area[33] was home to the three most ethnically diverse neighborhoods in the United
States, with Mountain View being the most
diverse. Two other neighborhoods bordering Mountain View took the second and
third spots: Fairview to Mountain View’s
southwest and Russian Jack to the southeast. The diversity in these neighborhoods
directly contributes to the diversity of the
area’s schools, making the Anchorage
School District one of the most diverse public school districts in the country, with one of
the largest proportions of students speaking languages other than English at home.
Dr. Farrell’s findings were based on a series of questions the U.S. Census Bureau
asked as part of the 2010 census, and on
how participants chose to identify themselves. These figures were then calculated

together using the proportions of the various racial identities that live within the same
census boundaries. For a neighborhood to
be diverse there must be significant proportions of different ethnicities in the same
area. Some neighborhoods in the U.S. have
high minority populations but are not considered diverse because there is a lack of
other racial groups living side by side within
them[34].
Here is a formula used to determine
the multi-group diversity of a city (E):

with Q referring to a specific ethnoracial
group’s proportion inside of a particular
geographic area.
Mountain View is unique in that different
people, from many various walks of life, are
living together in such close proximity. This
is not true of all neighborhoods in Anchorage, many of which fall right in the national
average, or slightly below
average, in terms of diversity. The schools that rank
as the most diverse in the
nation are located mostly
in the north Anchorage
metropolitan area. Anchorage is a city where a
large portion of its population was born elsewhere.
Much of its diversity is
rooted in the influx of new
people and the loss of
residents born in the city
who leave once they become adults.
For many years Moun-

tain View did not have a major financial institution easily accessible to its citizens[35].
The neighborhood was considered too
risky for a bank to have a sustainable business model, and many residents of Mountain View became trapped in a cycle of
check cashing services when bills came
due. Crime in Mountain View reflected its
status as a risky neighborhood. At the same
time that Mountain View and its surrounding neighborhoods are being declared the
nation’s most diverse, the city of Anchorage
is declared one of the most dangerous cities in the US[36]. Anchorage’s crime rate is
higher than the national average[37]. There
have been major investments in Mountain
View over the last several years, and even
some explicit attempts to gentrify the neighborhood, but the diversity is persisting. Currently, previously vacant major properties in
Mountain View’s (Glenn Square and Tikahtnu Commons) are being transformed into
major shopping areas[38], mostly catering
to the economic needs of those living on the
JBER military base.
Anchorage ranks in the top 15% in overall diversity among 716 cities in the US. It
ranks 1st among cities in terms of the size
of its indigenous population, many of whom
identify as multiracial. Many residents refer
to Anchorage as “the largest Native village
in Alaska” because of its large population
of the many different Alaska Native groups
from around the the state. Anchorage is
10th overall in terms of its Pacific Islander
population and also ranks high for the size
of its Filipino (30th), Korean (26th), Hmong
(9th), Laotian (11th), and Thai (15th) populations. It ranks an impressive 2nd overall in
its multiracial population.

To the left and below are 38 illustrated endnotes to items mentioned in “The Enchanted Drum” that warranted further explanation. Scanning the cropped images will
open up full size images which go to links and videos online. Most images are taken from Wikipedia under the Creative Commons.
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